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REDUCED BASIS METHOD FOR FINITE VOLUME APPROXIMATIONS
OF PARAMETRIZED LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

Bernard Haasdonk 1 and Mario Ohlberger 2
Abstract. The model order reduction methodology of reduced basis (RB) techniques oﬀers eﬃcient
treatment of parametrized partial diﬀerential equations (P2 DEs) by providing both approximate solution procedures and eﬃcient error estimates. RB-methods have so far mainly been applied to ﬁnite
element schemes for elliptic and parabolic problems. In the current study we extend the methodology to general linear evolution schemes such as ﬁnite volume schemes for parabolic and hyperbolic
evolution equations. The new theoretic contributions are the formulation of a reduced basis approximation scheme for these general evolution problems and the derivation of rigorous a-posteriori error
estimates in various norms. Algorithmically, an oﬄine/online decomposition of the scheme and the
error estimators is realized in case of aﬃne parameter-dependence of the problem. This is the basis
for a rapid online computation in case of multiple simulation requests. We introduce a new oﬄine
basis-generation algorithm based on our a-posteriori error estimator which combines ideas from existing approaches. Numerical experiments for an instationary convection-diﬀusion problem demonstrate
the eﬃcient applicability of the approach.
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1. Introduction
Many real world problems can be modelled by parametrized partial diﬀerential equations (P2 DEs), where
a parameter vector µ characterizes the system in terms of material-, geometry- or control-parameters. In
simulation of general P2 DEs, repeated computation runs for varying parameters µ and fast simulation response
can be required. Such scenarios occur in design optimization, optimal control with PDE-constraints, onlinesimulation, parameter identiﬁcation or state estimation. Model order reduction techniques must be applied to
satisfy these time demands. The methodology of reduced basis (RB) techniques aims at eﬃcient treatment in
such cases by providing both an approximate solution procedure and eﬃcient error estimates.
In the current study we extend the methodology to general parametrized linear evolution equations of the
form
∂t u(t; µ) + L[u(t; µ); µ] = 0
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with suitable initial data u(0; µ) = u0 (µ) and boundary conditions. Here L denotes an operator which comprises
the spatial derivatives, u(µ) : [0, Tmax ] → W is the desired parameter-dependent solution and W is a subset
of L2 (Ω) or some other suitable Hilbert space of functions on a domain Ω. Such evolution equations are
frequently solved by numerical evolution schemes. These do not only comprise ﬁnite element methods (FEM),
which represent the main focus in the RB-literature. In particular, our framework covers ﬁnite volume (FV)
schemes [5,13,20,21] for parabolic and hyperbolic transport equations. Similarly, local discontinuous Galerkin
(LDG) methods [2,7,8] can be cast in this framework. Discrete evolution schemes are based on an approximating
high-dimensional discrete space WH ⊂ L2 (Ω) (or subset of some other Hilbert space) and by approximating the
exact solution at discrete time-instants tk , i.e. providing a sequence of functions ukH (µ) ∈ WH for k = 0, . . . , K
such that ukH (µ) ≈ u(tk ; µ). The discrete solution uH (µ) then is deﬁned to be piecewise constant in time with
uH (tk ; µ) = ukH (µ). The evolution scheme itself proceeds by setting u0H (µ) := P [u0 (µ)], where P is a suitable
k+1
k
k
k
k
k
projection operator, and iteratively solving LkI [uk+1
H (µ)] = LE [uH (µ)] + b (µ) for uH (µ). Here LI and LE
denote (µ-dependent) implicit and explicit contributions gathering the discretization of the time derivative and
spatial diﬀerential operator L at time tk .
The main goal of RB-methods is to provide a reduced simulation scheme, in which for a newly given parameter vector µ a function uN (µ) is determined as an approximation to the unknown detailed solution uH (µ). In
addition or alternatively to the ﬁeld-variable itself, approximate computation of derived outputs can be desired,
i.e. determination of sN (µ) ≈ s(uH (µ)) for some output functional s. The underlying reduced simulation
scheme is based on a Galerkin projection of the detailed simulation onto a low-dimensional space WN ⊂ WH ,
the reduced basis space of dimension N . This space is deliberately determined such that it captures the solutionvariety under parameter variations. This basis-construction is frequently based on so called snapshots, i.e. detailed simulation results uH (µi ) for stationary or uH (tki , µi ) for time-dependent problems. In addition to the
reduced simulation scheme, a second main focus of RB-methods is to provide rigorous a-posteriori error bounds
for the error between the reduced to the detailed solution or output. These error bounds are in general based on
eﬀective computation of residual norms during the reduced simulation and are quite tight. A further important
aspect in RB-methods is to make the reduced simulation useful in a multi-query or real-time context. This
means that a further goal is to provide an oﬄine/online decomposition of the algorithm. A possibly expensive
oﬄine-phase computes auxiliary parameter-independent quantities once in advance, which can subsequently
be used in the online-phase, which rapidly sets up the ﬁnal parameter-dependent simulation matrices for each
new µ, performs the reduced simulation and provides the error bounds. By this oﬄine/online decomposition the
online-phase ideally has a complexity independent of the dimensionality H of the original non-reduced model,
but is typically polynomial in N , the dimensionality of the RB-space.
RB-methods have been applied widely in the last decades ranging back to early works with applications
in structural statics, such as [1] where global shape functions are used for spanning the approximating space,
or [26], where the notion reduced basis technique can already be found. Application of reduced basis methods on
time-dependent ordinary diﬀerential equations and corresponding a-priori error analysis can be found in [31].
These methods have mainly been adopted to ﬁnite element schemes for elliptic and parabolic problems. In recent years the RB-methods have gained popularity and developed to a rather extensive methodology. Studies on
eigenvalue problems are treated with RB-methods in [22]. The general methodology for linear elliptic equations
is the subject of [33], details on algorithmic aspects can be found in [32]. The stationary advection-diﬀusion
problem has been treated in the context of optimal control in [34] and with view on geometry optimization
in [39]. The methodology has been successively extended in various directions. Time-dependency of problems
is addressed for linear parabolic equations with ﬁnite diﬀerence time discretization in [15] and more general
discontinuous Galerkin time integration in [35]. The treatment of polynomial nonlinearities can be realized
by interpreting the nonlinearity as a multilinear form, e.g. in case of the stationary viscous Burgers equation [41]. Non-aﬃne parameter dependencies can be handled by approximation methods such as the empirical
interpolation scheme [4], which also is the basis for more general nonlinearities [14]. The RB-methodology is
also applicable to systems of equations such as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [40]. In combination with geometry optimization the framework is developed in [37]. An overview of the general methodology
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for linear and multilinear cases can be found in [25] or with a larger scope in the recent book [30]. More complex
systems of algebro-diﬀerential equations can also be treated by Galerkin projection approaches. For instance
model reduction of a fuel-cell is successfully performed in [23].
Similar to related studies, the RB-approach in the current presentation will be developed by requiring aﬃne
parameter dependence in the data functions and linearity in the evolution equation and evolution scheme. This
enables a complete oﬄine/online decomposition which is the basis for the eﬃcient reduced approximation scheme
and rigorous a-posteriori error control. Although we restrict to the linear setting in the current presentation,
this is an important step for the general nonlinear case. The treatment of nonlinearities, which can be caused by
nonlinear data functions or nonlinear evolution operators, will similarly rely on linearizations and approximate
aﬃne decompositions.
The structure of the present study is as follows. In the next section we introduce the notation and terminology
for ﬁnite volume schemes. An abstraction into a general implicit/explicit operator formulation is performed.
In Section 3 the reduced basis technique is transfered to a class of general time evolution schemes. Diﬀerent
a-posteriori error estimates are presented in the subsequent section. Under certain assumptions a complete
independence of the dimensionality of the discrete space can be obtained during the reduced basis simulation.
This is realized by the oﬄine/online decomposition presented in Section 5. The subsequent section presents a
new algorithm for reduced basis construction. Numerical experiments in Section 7 demonstrate the applicability
of the approach on a transport problem which (largely simpliﬁed) models a fuel cell component. We close with
concluding remarks in the last section.

2. Finite volume approximation
The general model of the P2 DE under consideration is the following parametrized evolution equation with
general initial data and boundary conditions. Let Ω ⊂ Rd denote some open convex bounded polygonal space
domain with boundary ∂Ω = Γdir ∪ Γneu decomposed into Dirichlet and Neuman components and [0, Tmax ]
be a time interval. For any parameter vector µ ∈ P ⊂ Rp the function u(x, t; µ) denotes the solution of the
parametrized advection-diﬀusion equation:
∂t u(µ) + ∇ · (v(µ)u(µ) − d(µ)∇u(µ))

=

u(·, 0; µ) =
u(µ) =
(v(µ)u(µ) − d(µ)∇u(µ)) · n =

0

in

Ω × [0, Tmax ],

(2.1)

u0 (µ) in Ω,
bdir (µ) in Γdir × [0, Tmax],

(2.2)
(2.3)

bneu(u; µ)

(2.4)

in

Γneu × [0, Tmax ].

In particular, the initial data u0 is space-dependent, the velocity ﬁeld v, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient d, the boundary
value function bdir and bneu may be space- and time-dependent. The Neuman boundary conditions are assumed
to be aﬃne in u by bneu(u, x, t; µ) = bneu,1 (x, t; µ)u(x, t; µ) + bneu,0(x, t; µ). This covers usual ﬂow-conditions
such as noﬂow or outﬂow. Typical requirements on the data functions for this type of problems in the FVcontext are v(x, t) ∈ C 1 (Ω̄ × [0, Tmax ], Rd ) with ∇ · v(·, t) = 0. We assume an upper bound on the velocity
magnitude V := maxx,t v(x, t). Further we assume d(x, t) ∈ C 2 (Ω̄ × [0, Tmax]), d(·, ·) ≥ 0. We assume
u0 ∈ L∞ (Ω) ∩ BV (Ω), bdir ∈ L∞ (Γdir × [0, Tmax ]) and bneu,r ∈ L∞ (Γneu × [0, Tmax ]) for r = 0, 1. Here C m (K̄)
for an open set K denotes the set of functions with continuous derivatives up to order m in K which are
continuously extendible to the closure K̄. L∞ (K) denotes the set of measurable functions, which have ﬁnite
L∞ -norm: f ∞ := ess supx∈K |f (x)|. BV (K) denotes the set of functions of bounded variation, i.e. the subset
of L1 (K) with ﬁnite BV-seminorm f BV := supϕ∈C01 (K,Rd ) K f ∇ · ϕ. We mainly list these assumptions for
completeness, as we will not make strong use of them, except from refering to the zero-divergence velocity
ﬁeld, the upper bound V on pointwise velocities and the nonnegativity of the diﬀusion function. The above
quite general formulation covers both parabolic and hyperbolic cases, for which the FV-scheme is well-deﬁned
and it covers our model example in the experiments-section. However, existence/uniqueness-results on the
analytical problem and convergence of FV-schemes usually apply to special cases. For instance, well-posedness
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of the hyperbolic analytical problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions is investigated in [3,18] or revisited
in [20], Chapter 6, error estimates are derived in [29]. Convergence results on hyperbolic Cauchy problems are
given in [10]. For an analysis of parabolic problems with mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions we
refer to [16]. For well-posedness of degenerate parabolic equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions we refer
to [6], in the case of mixed Dirichlet-Neumann conditions to [19]. Convergence results and error estimates were
derived in [11,27].
Finite volume schemes are frequently used instead of ﬁnite elements for such partial diﬀerential equations.
Firstly, they enable to model discontinuous solutions, which can occur in the hyperbolic case and secondly they
are motivated by and reﬂect the conservativity of the problem. Therefore, we focus on the following discrete
function space for such equations.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (ﬁnite volume space).
• Let 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tK = Tmax be a sequence of time instants with corresponding time-steps
∆tk := tk+1 − tk for k = 1, . . . , K − 1.
• T = {Ti }H
i=1 denotes a convex polygonal tesselation of Ω, i.e. a collection of convex polygons with

T̄i = Ω̄, T̊i ∩ T̊j = ∅ for i = j.
• The faces of an element Ti are denoted as eij with j stemming from a corresponding index set j ∈ N (i) :=
Nin (i) ∪ Ndir (i) ∪ Nneu (i) consisting of the disjoint index sets of inner, Dirichlet and Neuman boundary
segments. In particular we hereby assume that for all edges either holds eij ⊂ Γ̄dir or eij ⊂ Γ̄neu .
• The center of gravity of Ti is denoted with ci and cij denotes the center of gravity of the face eij . The
volume of such entities is denoted with |Ti |, |eij |.
• Points si ∈ Ti are assumed to exist such that si sj is perpendicular to eij , the intersection point is
denoted as sij .
• The grid-cell diameters are denoted as hi := diam(Ti ) with minimal diameter hmin := mini hi . We

assume to have a geometry constant a > 0 such that ahdi ≤ |Ti |, a j∈N (i) |eij | ≤ hd−1
and ahi ≤ |si −sj |
i
for all i and j ∈ N (i).
• WH := span(χTi ) ⊂ L∞ (Ω) ⊂ L2 (Ω) is the discrete space of cell-wise constant functions, where χTi are
the characteristic functions on the elements Ti . The space is equipped with the scalar product ·, · and
norm · inherited from L2 (Ω).
In the space WH , which is usually of high dimension H = dim(WH ), the corresponding ﬁnite volume
schemes can be formulated. We allow general inhomogeneous boundary conditions and mixed implicit/explicit
contributions.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (explicit/implicit form of FV-approximation).
• uH (x, t; µ) denotes the overall ﬁnite volume (FV) approximation, which is deﬁned to coincide with
ukH (x; µ) in the time-slab [tk , tk+1 ).
• u0H (µ) := P [u0 (µ)] ∈ WH is the L2 -projection of the initial data, i.e.
u0H (x; µ)

:=

u0i

1
:=
|Ti |


u0 (·; µ)

for x ∈ Ti .

(2.5)

Ti

• uk+1
H (µ) ∈ WH is the function obtained by a time evolution step deﬁned by
uk+1
H (x; µ) :=



χTi uk+1
,
i

(2.6)

i

∈ R satisfy
where the uk+1
i
uk+1
i

=

uki −

∆tk  k k k+1
hij (uH , uH ; µ).
|Ti |
j∈N (i)

(2.7)
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• hkij (u, v; µ) denotes a numerical ﬂux, discretizing the convective and diﬀusive ﬂux from element i over
the edge eij if u, v ∈ WH are the functions at time tk and tk+1 respectively.
Under the given non-degeneracy requirements on the tesselation, speciﬁc consistency requirements between
numerical ﬂuxes and analytical data coeﬃcients and a stability bound on the time-step size, such schemes can
be proven to converge to the unique entropy solution (see e.g. [10] and the references therein).
The above formulation covers a wide range of numerical ﬂuxes discretizing the convective and diﬀusive part
explicitly, implicitly, or in a mixed way, and includes higher order discretizations by using limiters [20]. For the
convective part usual choices are monotone ﬂuxes such as the Lax-Friedrichs, Enquist-Osher or the Godunov
ﬂux [5,20]. For the diﬀusive ﬂux simple diﬀerence approximations of the gradient can be performed [20,27],
occasionally involving harmonic weighting of cell-averaged diﬀusivities [10,17], or more general gradient reconstruction techniques [9,12].
For instance, in the experiments we use the explicit Lax-Friedrichs ﬂux for the advective contribution, an
implicit discretization of the diﬀusivity and suitable quadrature rules:
hkij (ukH , uk+1
H ; µ) =
k
(ukH ; µ) =
gij

dkij (uk+1
H ; µ) =

k
gij
(ukH ; µ) + dkij (uk+1
H ; µ),


1
1 k
k
k
k
|eij | vij · nij (uj + ui ) − (uj − ui ) ,
2
λ
|eij |
(uk+1 − uk+1
−d(sij )
).
i
|si − sj | j

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

Here λ denotes a coeﬃcient which introduces a stabilizing artiﬁcial viscosity and vij is (an approximation of)
the average velocity on the edge eij . For stability
of the method, we ensure that the zero divergence of the
velocity ﬁeld transfers to a discrete analogon, i.e. j∈N (i) |eij |vij · nij = 0 for all i. In our example this will be
satisﬁed by simple midpoint evaluation vij := v(cij ), in general a more general quadrature must be used. This
choice of ﬂuxes can be applied for all inner edges yielding hkij for j ∈ Nin (i). The Neuman boundary contribution

can be respected by (an approximation of) the face-integral of the Neuman boundary values hkij := eij bneu ,
where the value u required for the evaluation of the Neuman boundary value function is taken as uki on the
boundary edge eij . The Dirichlet values at a face eij ⊂ Γ̄dir of a boundary element Ti can be incorporated
via constructing a ghost cell Tj outside of Ω by reﬂecting
 Ti with respect to the boundary face eij , assigning
(an approximation of) the Dirichlet-values ukj := |eij |−1 eij bdir to these elements and computing the numerical
ﬂux hkij as deﬁned for inner cells (cf. [29]). In our model example, we perform these edge-integral approximations
by point-evaluations in cij or sij . Some properties of the data must be respected here to obtain a reasonable
discretization. First, the parameter λ in the Lax-Friedrichs ﬂux must be chosen to satisfy λ supi,j |vij · nij | ≤ 1
as explained in [20]. This is clearly satisﬁed by setting λ := 1/V , where V was the upper bound on the norm
of the velocity. Additionally, a CFL-condition for the time-step size must be satisﬁed such that the explicit
evolution-operator is monotone [28]. If diﬀusive components were discretized explicitly this would lead to the
following very restrictive condition ∆tk < a3 h2min /(Lg ahmin + supx,t d(x, t)). Here a and hmin are the gridconstants deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.2 and Lg is the Lipschitz-constant of the explicit numerical ﬂux satisfying
|gij (uH ) − gij (uH )| ≤ Lg |eij |(|ui − ui | + |uj − uj |). In our case of implicit diﬀusion discretization, the diﬀusion
term can be ignored and the bound simpliﬁes to the following weaker condition: ∆tk < a2 hmin /Lg .
Overall, the solution-dependent quantities can be collected into implicit and explicit operators LkI (µ) and
k
LE (µ) and solution-independent functions bk (µ) generated by non-homogeneous boundary values. For this,
we deﬁne the general class of evolution schemes, for which the RB-approximation and error-estimates will be
derived.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (parametrized evolution scheme). We denote a numerical scheme, which produces µ-dependent
solutions ukH (µ) ∈ WH for k = 0, . . . , K a parametrized evolution scheme, if there exist continuous linear
operators P : L2 (Ω) → WH , LkI (µ) : WH → WH , LkE (µ) : WH → WH and functions bk (µ) ∈ WH where LkI is
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positive deﬁnite such that the scheme can be written as
u0H
LkI (µ)[uk+1
H ]

=

P [u0 (µ)],

=

LkE (µ)[ukH ]

(2.11)
k

+ b (µ).

(2.12)

We will assume a decomposition of these time-step operators LkI (µ) and LkE (µ) as LkI (µ) = Id + ∆tk L̄kI (µ) and
LkE (µ) = Id − ∆tk L̄kE (µ), where L̄kI (µ) and L̄kE (µ) are denoted space-discretization operators.
As mentioned in the introduction, this deﬁnition captures a variety of discretizations. In particular the
decomposition of the time-step operators is a natural consequence of a simple Euler-forward time-discretization
with a mixed implicit/explicit discretization of a spatial diﬀerential operator. The positive deﬁniteness of LkI
clearly follows in case of a space-discretization operator L̄kI which is psd. But also for non-coercive L̄kI the
pd-ness of LkI can be obtained by suitable small time-step ∆tk .
We brieﬂy collect the general properties of the FV-scheme that are satisﬁed by the above choices of ﬂuxes
and discretizations and are used in the sequel for well-deﬁnedness of the RB-scheme and computation of the
error-estimators. By ensuring these assumptions with other discretizations, the RB-approximation and errorestimators can be applied identically. A further assumption on the data and the ﬁnite volume scheme, which is
a so called aﬃne parameter dependence, will be added in Section 5.
Lemma 2.1 (properties of FV-approximation). The FV-discretization according to Deﬁnition 2.2 of the
parametrized advection-diﬀusion equation (2.1)–(2.4) with ﬂuxes (2.8)–(2.10) and speciﬁed conditions on the
data, geometry, time and boundary-integral discretization satisﬁes the following.
(i) The numerical ﬂux is a sum of a linear implicit, a linear explicit and a constant component, i.e. it has
a representation as
k+1
k
k
k
k
hkij (ukH , uk+1
H ; µ) = hij,E (uH ; µ) + hij,I (uH ; µ) + hij,b (µ).

(ii) The resulting implicit time-step operator LkI is positive deﬁnite.
(iii) The resulting implicit space-discretization operator L̄kI is psd.
(iv) The resulting explicit space-discretization operator L̄kE is psd.
Proof. Assumption (i) is obviously satisﬁed due to the linearity of the PDE and our choice of ﬂuxes for the
FV-discretization. Concerning points (ii) and (iii), we give here for completeness the implicit and explicit timestep operators and the oﬀset functions, which result from collecting the components of (i): the corresponding
operator matrices for LkI and LkE and the functions bk are given by their coeﬃcients (with respect to the
basis {χTi }):
 k
LI



il

:=

il

:=

(bk )i

:=

LkE

⎧
|eij |
∆tk 
⎪
⎨ 1 + |Ti | j∈Nin (i)∪Ndir (i) d(sij ) |si −sj | for l = i,
il |
for l ∈ Nin (i),
− ∆tk d(sil ) |s|e
i −sl |
⎪
⎩ |Ti |
0
otherwise

⎧
|e
|
∆t
ij
−1
⎪
1 − |Tik|
]
⎪
j∈Nin (i)∪Ndir (i) 2 [v(cij ) · nij + λ
⎪

⎪

⎨
+ j∈Nneu (i) |eij |bneu,1 (sij )
for l = i,
⎪
∆tk |eil |
−1
⎪
−
[v(cil ) · nil − λ ]
for l ∈ Nin (i),
⎪
⎪
⎩ |Ti | 2
0
otherwise
⎧



|eij | 
∆tk 
⎪
−
v(cij ) · nij − λ−1 bdir (cij )
⎪
j∈N
(i)
|T
|
2
⎪
dir
i
⎨

|eij |
−d(sij ) |si −s
b
(s
)
dir
ij
|
j
⎪

⎪

⎪
⎩
+ j∈Nneu (i) (|eij |bneu,0 (cij )) .

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)
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Here, the data functions of the convective and Neuman boundary contributions are evaluated at times tk , the
diﬀusive parts at time tk+1 . Due to the assumption of the nonnegativity of the diﬀusion function, the implicit
space-discretization operator L̄kI is positive semideﬁnite, which proves (iii), so (ii) the ﬁnal implicit time-step
operator LkI is positive deﬁnite. For (iv) it is suﬃcient to note, that the explicit components have discretely
zero divergence and we are using a monotone convective ﬂux. So with the given CFL condition on the time-step

size, application of [28], Lemma 3, yields the coercivity of L̄kE , which in particular implies its psd-ness.
Note that only (i) and (ii) will be required for well-deﬁnedness of the RB-scheme. The other points (iii)-(iv)
will enable particular simpliﬁcations in the error-estimation procedure. If the latter two points are not satisﬁed
by a given scheme, the RB-approach still is applicable, although with rougher error-predictions. The psd-ness
of the space-discretization operators is also valid for upwind ﬂuxes as long as the velocity ﬁeld is (discretely)
divergence free [28]. In the nonzero-divergence case, convective upwind ﬂuxes can lead to space-discretization
operators, which then are indeed non-coercive. In these cases (iii) or (iv) will not be valid if the convective ﬂux
is discretized implicitly or explicitly.
The proof of the following statement is omitted, as it can be obtained easily from the deﬁnitions and the
previous lemma.
Corollary 2.2 (FV-approximation as parametrized evolution scheme). A ﬁnite volume discretization according
to Deﬁnition 2.2 of the parametrized advection-diﬀusion equation (2.1)–(2.4) which satisﬁes the assumptions (i)(ii) of Lemma 2.1 is a parametrized evolution scheme in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.3 by choosing P : W → WH
as the orthogonal L2 (Ω)-projection, the operators LkI , LkE and the oﬀset functions bk are deﬁned by gathering
the components of hkij of the FV-discretization.

3. Reduced basis approximation
In the following, the goal is to provide an eﬃcient scheme for approximating the solutions ukH ∈ WH from
a parametrized evolution scheme with approximations ukN ∈ WN in a lower dimensional space and provide
a-posteriori error control. The FV-discretization will be used in the experiments as one example of such
schemes, but the approach is more general. It is identically valid for, e.g. ﬁnite diﬀerence, ﬁnite element space
discretization, staggered schemes, etc.
We denote the solution uH (µ) from the evolution scheme as a high-resolution or detailed solution in contrast
to the reduced basis solution uN (µ) to be deﬁned in this section. We do not target at the error u − uH to the
true analytical solution, so we assume that the discretization is chosen adequately ﬁne, i.e. H suﬃciently high
such that the discretization error u − uH is neglegible compared to the approximation error uN − uH .
The computational complexity of a single time-step in a parametrized evolution scheme is of order O(H γ ) for
some γ ≥ 1. In case of a full explicit discretization, i.e. LkI = Id, the exponent is typically γ = 1 for the single
matrix multiplication. For discretizations with implicit contributions, we typically obtain 1 ≤ γ ≤ 3 for the
solution of the linear system. For a complete solution uH these computational demands scale with the number
of time-steps K, which in turn can be estimated in more detail depending on H and the dimensionality of the
space Rd . Irrespective of these details, the complexities are in any case highly dependent on H, so not suitable
for an online simulation setting for very large values of H. This is the general motivation for reduced basis
(RB) methods: the goal is an approximate solution strategy, which renders independent of the dimension H
of the high-dimensional space WH . Instead, a low dimensional, problem speciﬁc reduced basis space WN with
dimension N is constructed based on particular precomputed high-resolution numerical solutions at certain
times, so called snapshots. Based on WN the original numerical scheme is approximated.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (reduced basis space).
• Let S := {(µn , tkn )}Sn=1 be a sample of parameters from P × {tk }K
k=0 .
• WN ⊂ span{uH (·, tkn ; µn )|(µn , tkn ) ∈ S} denotes an N -dimensional subspace of WH , the reduced basis
space.
• ΦN := {ϕn }N
n=1 is an orthonormalized basis of WN , a so called reduced basis.
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Note that we do not use snapshots directly as basis-functions but use orthonormal bases instead, as these are
beneﬁcial for the stability of the numerics [37]. Further, we do not take WN as a space spanned by snapshots,
but as a subspace of such. By this choice, a compact basis-construction is possible. Details on the algorithms
to construct WN are given in Section 6.
The next step in the RB-methodology is dimension reduction by a Galerkin-projection of the problem onto
the reduced space. This means rewriting the parametrized evolution scheme in a weak form and restricting
both the solution and the test-functions to the space WN . More precisely, functions {ukN (µ)}K
k=0 are wanted
such that for all ϕ ∈ WN and all k = 0, . . . , K − 1 holds

(u0N − P [u0 (µ)])ϕ


Ω

= 0

and

(3.1)

Ω
k
k
k
(LkI (µ)[uk+1
N ] − LE (µ)[uN ] − b (µ))ϕ

= 0.

(3.2)

By expanding the RB-solution into the RB-basis and by using orthonormality of the basis {ϕn }N
n=1 and
linearity of the operators P , LkE and LkI , we obtain the following deﬁnition of the RB-approximation scheme for
parametrized evolution equations.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (explicit/implicit form of RB-approximation). We assume to have a parametrized evolution scheme as in Deﬁnition 2.3. Let {ukN (µ)}K
k=0 ⊂ WN be a sequence of approximate solutions such that
N
k
k
uN (x; µ) := n=1 an (µ)ϕn (x), where the coeﬃcient vectors ak := (akn )N
n=1 satisfy

a0

=
Ω

LkI (µ)ak+1

T


P [u0 (µ)]ϕ1 , . . . ,

P [u0 (µ)]ϕN

,

(3.3)

Ω

= LkE (µ)ak + bk (µ),

(3.4)

and the required matrices and vectors are deﬁned by the entries

(LkI (µ))nm


ϕn LkI (µ)[ϕm ],

:=

(LkE (µ))nm

(bk (µ))n

(3.5)

Ω

ϕn bk (µ).

:=

ϕn LkE (µ)[ϕm ],

:=



Ω

(3.6)

Ω

Then uN (x, t; µ) denotes a reduced basis (RB) approximation, which is deﬁned to coincide with ukN (µ) in the
time-slab t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ).
The well-deﬁnedness of the RB-approximation is valid under the assumptions on the operators of the evolution
scheme.
Lemma 3.1 (well-deﬁnedness of RB-approximation). Given a parametrized evolution scheme and a RBspace WN , the RB-approximation uN is unique. In particular, the explicit/implicit form in Deﬁnition 3.2
is a well-deﬁned construction algorithm.
Proof. The initial data coeﬃcient vector a0 is obviously well deﬁned by (3.3). By induction it is suﬃcient to
k
k
argue that the RB evolution equation (3.4) is well deﬁned, i.e. a unique ak+1 can be found for
givena . IfkLI (µ)
N
was not regular, we could ﬁnd linearly dependent rows, i.e. λ = (λn )n=1 = 0 with 0 = n λn ϕn , LI [ϕm ]


k
for all m. Multiplying with λm and summation over m yields 0 =
n λn ϕn , LI [
m λm ϕm ] . The positive

deﬁniteness of LkI (µ) implies that n λn ϕn = 0, which contradicts to the linear independence of the basisvectors in ΦN .
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4. A-POSTERIORI error estimates
The main goal of RB-methods in addition to the eﬃcient approximation method itself is that they aim
at tight a-posteriori error estimates, which enable to estimate the deviation uN − uH from the unavailable
high-resolution solution uH during the online-phase. As usual in RB-methods, a-posteriori error estimators are
obtained by using a-priori analysis techniques based on residuals. By exact computation of the residual norms
during the reduced simulation, this turns the a-priori estimates into a-posteriori estimators. We can explicitly
derive such error bounds, based on the following representation of the residuals.
Lemma 4.1 (residual decomposition). Let uN (µ) denote the RB-approximation of a parametrized evolution
scheme. For k = 0, . . . , K − 1 we introduce the residuals
Rk+1 (µ) :=

1  k
k
k
k
LI (µ)[uk+1
N ] − LE (µ)[uN ] − b (µ) .
∆tk

(4.1)

Then the L2 -norms of the residuals can be eﬃciently computed by
2
 k+1
R
(µ)

=

1  k+1 T k k+1
(a
) KII a
− 2(ak+1 )T KIE ak
(∆tk )2

(4.2)

+ (ak )T KkEE ak + mk − 2(ak+1 )T mkI + 2(ak )T mkE

(4.3)

with corresponding matrices, vectors and scalars

 k
LkI [ϕn ]LkI [ϕm ],
KII (µ) nm :=
Ω

 k
KEE (µ) nm :=
LkE [ϕn ]LkE [ϕm ],
Ω

 k
mI (µ) n :=
LkI [ϕn ]bk (µ),
Ω

 k
KIE (µ)


nm

:=


LkI [ϕn ]LkE [ϕm ],

(4.4)

Ω

mk (µ) :=
bk (µ)2 ,
Ω

 k
mE (µ) n :=
LkE [ϕn ]bk (µ).

(4.5)
(4.6)

Ω

Proof. The statement follows from squaring (4.1) and applying linearity of the detailed evolution-operators and
the deﬁnitions from Deﬁnition 3.2.

Based on this residual deﬁnition we present two error estimates with diﬀerent assumptions, error-norms and
k −1
k
resulting accuracies. We assume in the following
the operator
 k −1that
 k norms of (LI ) and LE (with respect to

2




the L -norm) can be upper bounded by (LI )
≤ CI and LE ≤ CE , with known (possibly parameter
dependent) constants.
First we obtain a L2 (Ω)-error estimate for all time-steps, which in principle gives an estimate with respect
to the L∞ ([0, Tmax ], L2 (Ω))-norm. It is applicable both in the parabolic and hyperbolic case, it can be applied
for full explicit, semi-implicit or full implicit discretizations.
Proposition 4.2 (a-posteriori L2 -error estimate). Let uH denote the detailed solution of a parametrized evolution scheme and uN be the corresponding RB-approximation for a given RB-space WN . We assume that
the RB-space contains the initial data, u0H (µ) ∈ WN . Then, the L2 (Ω)-approximation error is bounded for all
time-steps k by

 k
u (µ) − uk (µ) ≤ ∆k (µ)
(4.7)
N
H
N
where the bound can be eﬀectively computed by
∆kN (µ)

:=

k−1

n=0



∆tn Rn+1  (CE )k−1−n (CI )k−n

(4.8)
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and simpliﬁes in case of positive semideﬁnite L̄kI and L̄kE to
∆kN (µ) :=

k−1




∆tn Rn+1  .

(4.9)

n=0
k
k
k
0
Proof. Wewant
 to bound the error e := uN − uH . For k = 0 the assumption uH ∈ WN implies the claimed
0

bound as e = 0. The deﬁnitions of the residual (4.1) and the exact evolution scheme (2.11), (2.12) allow
rewriting

LkI [ek+1 ] =

k k+1
LkI [uk+1
N ] − LI [uH ]

=

∆tk Rk+1 + LkE [ukN ] + bk − LkI [uk+1
H ]

=

∆tk Rk+1 + LkE [ukN ] − LkE [ukH ].

Thus, the error satisﬁes an evolution equation
LkI [ek+1 ] = ∆tk Rk+1 + LkE [ek ].

(4.10)

With continuity of the operators we obtain
 k+1   k −1  

   


 
e
 ≤ (LI )  ∆tk Rk+1  + LkE  ek  ≤ ∆tk CI Rk+1  + CI CE ek  .
Resolving this recursion yields the proposed bound (4.7)-(4.8). In case of L̄kI (µ) being psd (but in general
nonsymmetric), the upper bound on the continuity constant of (LkI )−1 can be chosen as CI := 1. This can
be concluded if we show that all eigenvalues of L := ((LkI )−1 )ad ◦ (LkI )−1 have magnitude less than 1. Then
its spectral radius and hence the continuity constant of (LkI )−1 is upper bounded by 1. As L is self-adjoint,
it is suﬃcient to show that all eigenvalues of L−1 = (LkI ) ◦ (LkI )ad have magnitude larger than 1. Assuming
that we have an eigenvalue λ and corresponding eigenfunction v with vL2 (Ω) = 1, we use the decomposition
LkI = Id + ∆tk L̄kI to obtain

2 
2
λ2 = L−1 [v] = v + ∆tk (L̄kI + (L̄kI )ad )[v] + (∆tk )2 L̄kI ◦ (L̄kI )ad [v] .
With the abbreviation M := (L̄kI + (L̄kI )ad ) + ∆tk L̄kI ◦ (L̄kI )ad we simplify this to


2
2
2
λ2 = v + ∆tk M [v] = v + ∆tk v, (M + M ad )[v] + (∆tk )2 M [v] ≥ 1
as M and M ad are psd. In a similar way, one can see that in case of L̄kE being psd, we can choose the upper

bound on the continuity constant of LkE as CE := 1. This implies the simpliﬁed bound (4.9).
The latter condition of psd-ness of the space-discretization operators L̄kI and L̄kE is in particular satisﬁed by
our choice of discretization in Section 2 and Lemma 2.1, assumptions (iii) and (iv).
Estimates for the error measured in energy-norms can be provided if coercivity of L̄kI is assumed. These
estimates are not applicable to the hyperbolic case (vanishing diﬀusivity) or in case of pure explicit discretizations. But they measure the error in a natural norm for cases where the implicit space-discretization operator
is coercive. The following is a generalization of the estimate in [15], where we additionally treat the explicit
operator contributions and emphasize the applicability to diﬀerent norms by introducing a parameter γ. This
parameter can be chosen in applications to optimize the eﬀectivity of the bounds. In particular by γ = 0 we
obtain an estimate for the L2 (Ω)-error, for γ = 1 we obtain the norm as used in the given reference. We
additionally require in the following that CE ≤ 1. As seen in the proof of the previous estimate, this choice is
satisﬁed, if the explicit space-discretization operator L̄kE is positive semideﬁnite.
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Proposition 4.3 (a-posteriori weighted energy-error estimate). Let uH denote the detailed solution of a
parametrized evolution scheme and uN be the corresponding RB-approximation for a given RB-space WN . We
assume that the RB-space contains the initial data, u0H (µ) ∈ WN . If the explicit time-step operator bound
satisﬁes CE ≤ 1 and the implicit operator contribution L̄kI is coercive with coercivity constant α > 0, then we
K
deﬁne an operator dependent norm for functions v = {v k }K
by
k=1 ⊂ (WH )
|v|I :=

K−1




∆tk v k+1 , L̄kI [v k+1 ]

1/2
.

k=0
2 1/2
With the abbreviation C := ((1 − CE
) + 1)/2 we deﬁne for any weight γ ∈ [0, C −1 ) a spatio-temporal energy1
norm by
1/2
 2
.
|||v|||γ := v K  + γ|v|2I

Then, the error can be bounded by
¯K
|||uN (µ) − uH (µ)|||γ ≤ ∆
N,γ (µ) with

1/2
K−1

 k+1 2
1
K


¯
∆N,γ (µ) :=
∆tk R
.
4αC(1 − γC)

(4.11)
(4.12)

k=0

Proof. The proof is a modiﬁcation of [15]. As before, we start with the evolution equation for the error (4.10).
Testing with ek+1 , applying the Cauchy-Schwarz and operator estimates yields

 



 k+1 k k+1 
, LI [e
] ≤ CE ek+1  ek  + ∆tk Rk+1  ek+1  .
e


 

−1
−2
We apply Young’s inequality |c||d| ≤ 2ρ12 c2 + 12 ρ2 d2 with ρ2 = CE
+ CE
− 1, c = ek+1  and d = ek  on
the ﬁrst term of the right hand side and obtain with the deﬁnition of C

 

   CE 
2 CE ρ2  k 2

e  = (−C + 1) ek+1 2 + C ek 2 .
CE ek+1  ek  ≤ 2 ek+1  +
2ρ
2
This and the claimed decomposition LkI = Id + ∆tk L̄kI can correspondingly be used to rewrite the previous
inequality

 2
2





C ek+1  − C ek  + ∆tk ek+1 , L̄kI [ek+1 ] ≤ ∆tk Rk+1  ek+1  .
(4.13)
 k+1 
 k+1 
2




and d = e
and coercivity
Second application of Young’s inequality with ρ = 2α(1 − γC), c = R
of L̄kI allows to estimate the right hand term



∆tk Rk+1  ek+1  ≤

 k+1 2


∆tk
R
 + ∆tk (1 − γC) ek+1 , L̄kI [ek+1 ] .
4α(1 − γC)

Combining this with (4.13) and division by C yields the inequality
 k+1 2  k 2


e
 − e  + γ∆tk ek+1 , L̄k [ek+1 ] ≤
I
1Note that for γ = 0 it actually only is a seminorm.

 k+1 2
∆tk
R
 .
4α(1 − γC)C
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Summation over k = 0, . . . , K − 1 results in
 K 2  0 2
e  − e  + γ|e|2I ≤

K−1


2
1
∆tk Rk+1  .
4α(1 − γC)C
k=0

As e0 ≡ 0, this is the claimed bound (4.11)-(4.12).



Some remarks on these results are in order. First, both are a rigorous means for error control which are
completely independent of the dimensionality H as long as the µ-dependent quantities (4.4)–(4.6), α(µ) and
CI , CE are available. This means that either prior-knowledge or explicit formulas for these problem-speciﬁc
quantities must be available, or additional online-algorithms must be applied which provide upper bounds for
the continuity constants or lower bounds for the coercivity constant e.g. Section 4.2 in [30]. In these cases the
error-estimator can be monitored during RB-simulation and used for predicting reliable accuracies or selecting
basis-functions as applied in the next section.
Note that the growing of the ﬁrst bound ∆kN with k is not exponential, but at most linear if CE ≤ 1 and
¯ k is of order k 1/2 , so asymptotically,
the residual norms remain bounded. The growing of the second bound ∆
N,γ
this bound is more tight. However, the estimates are useful in diﬀerent parameter domains. The former
is informative for non-asymptotic time-ranges and the hyperbolic or weakly parabolic case. As soon as the
coercivity of the problem is large, the latter estimate is accurate due to the inverse proportional dependence
of (4.12) on α. As both estimators are cheap to compute during simulation, the minimum of both can be taken
˜ k := min(∆k , ∆
¯ k ) for γ = 0. These estimators certainly do not
as a combined L2 -error estimator, i.e. ∆
N
N
N,γ
cover the whole landscape of possible estimators. For instance there might exist L2 -error estimators for the
non-coercive case, which have similar asymptotical behaviour than the energy-error estimator. Similarly, due
to our weak assumptions on the space-discretization operators, it might be that for certain classes of problems
better estimators can be derived.
The error estimates emphasize the need for good approximation of the initial data. If the initial data is not
contained in WN , additional error terms are appearing in the error bounds, which makes them unnecessarily
larger and dependent on H. This inhibits an oﬄine/online decomposition as described in the next sections.
Therefore, inclusion of the initial data P [u0 (µ)] in the RB-space is beneﬁcial. The inclusion of these possibly
highly varying parameter dependent initial-data projections in WN can eﬀectively be realized by assuming an
aﬃne parameter dependence of the initial data. We refrain from giving details here but clarify this aspect in
Section 6.

5. Offline/online decomposition
The main goal of RB-methods is to provide a fast simulation-phase, where multiple new, formerly unseen
parameter choices µ are given, and fast simulation output including error bounds are required. Ideally, the online
RB-simulation is completely independent of the dimensionality H of the detailed discretization space WH .
For time-independent scenarios (i.e. the operators in the evolution scheme are k-independent), the method up
to now is already largely satisfactory, as only few operations depend on H: for a given reduced basis and a new
parameter µ, the H-dependent but time-independent quantities (3.3), (3.5), (3.6) and (4.4)–(4.6) are computed
once before the RB-simulation and α(µ), CE and CI are determined. The approximate time evolution itself can
be performed H-independently, i.e. all quantities (4.2), (4.3), (4.8) and (4.12) can be computed very eﬃciently.
The RB-methodology provides means for even resolving this marginal H-dependence and treating timedependent problems. This is obtained by an oﬄine/online decomposition, where the reduced basis and all
H-dependent quantities are computed oﬄine, while in the online phase, i.e. given a new µ, all computations are
completely independent of H. This has been realized in RB-FEM-approaches as mentioned in the introduction,
now an analogous decomposition can be performed in the case of parametrized evolution schemes. For this
we assume an aﬃne parameter dependence of all data functions, as done for elliptic or parabolic problems,
e.g. [15,33].
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Deﬁnition 5.1 (aﬃne parameter decomposition of data). The data functions of an advection-diﬀusion-problem
allow an aﬃne parameter decomposition, if they can be decomposed into ﬁnite sums of products of parameterindependent and space-independent functions:
Qv


v(x, t; µ) =

vq (x, t)σvq (µ),

d(x, t; µ) =

Qd


q=1

(5.1)

bqdir (x, t)σbqdir (µ)

(5.2)

q=1
Qbdir





Qu0

u0 (x; µ) =

dq (x, t)σdq (µ),

uq0 (x)σuq 0 (µ),

bdir (x, t; µ) =

q=1

q=1
Qbneu,r

and

bneu,r (x, t; µ) =



bqneu,r (x, t)σbqneu,r (µ)

for

r = 0, 1.

(5.3)

q=1

Note that this is not a severe restriction, as any smooth function can be approximated in this way, e.g. by
Taylor expansion or more sophisticated empirical interpolation [4]. It is not crucial that the coeﬃcient funcq
are constant in time, this is only assumed for simplifying the presentation. Similar to the decomposition
tions σ(·)
of the data, we deﬁne an aﬃne decomposition for the evolution operators. This is the main assumption on a
given parametrized evolution scheme, which must be ensured. We will demonstrate this for FV-discretizations
in Lemma 5.2 below.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (aﬃne parameter decomposition of parametrized evolution scheme). The parametrized evolution
scheme allows an aﬃne parameter decomposition if it can be written as

P [u0 (µ)] =

QP


QLI

P [u0 ]q σPq (µ),

LkI (µ)[u]

=

q=1

bk (x, µ) =

Qb




q
Lk,q
I [u]σLI (µ),

(5.4)

q
Lk,q
E [u]σLE (µ).

(5.5)

q=1
QLE

bk,q (x)σbq (µ),

LkE (µ)[u] =

q=1


q=1

The decomposition of the evolution scheme directly implies a corresponding decomposition for the RBoperators and auxiliary quantities for the error estimators. The following lemma is a direct consequence of the
previous deﬁnitions.
Lemma 5.1 (aﬃne parameter decomposition of the RB-scheme). If the parametrized evolution scheme allows
an aﬃne parameter decomposition, the RB-scheme can similarly be decomposed as


QLI

Qu0
0

a (µ) =

a0,q σPq (µ),

LkI (µ)

=

q=1

bk (µ) =

Qb

q=1



q
Lk,q
I σLI (µ),

(5.6)

q
Lk,q
E σLE (µ),

(5.7)

q=1
QLE

bk,q σbq (µ),

LkE (µ) =


q=1
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k,q
k,q
with deﬁnition of a0,q , Lk,q
analogous to (3.3) and (3.5)-(3.6). Similarly, the quantities required for
I , LE , b
the error estimate can be decomposed as
QLI

KkII (µ)

=





q,q =1
QLI QLE

KkIE (µ) =



q=1 q =1



=



q,q =1



q
q
Kk,q,q
IE σLI (µ)σLE (µ),

QLE

KkEE (µ)



q
q
Kk,q,q
σL
(µ)σL
(µ),
II
I
I



mkI (µ) =

mkE (µ) =



q
q
Kk,q,q
EE σLE (µ)σLE (µ),







QLI Qb

QLE Qb





Qb

q,q =1



q
mk,q,q
σL
(µ)σbq (µ),
I
I



q =1

q=1

mk (µ) =



q =1

q=1



q
mk,q,q
σL
(µ)σbq (µ),
E
E





mk,q,q σbq (µ)σbq (µ),

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)



k,q,q
k,q,q
, Kk,q,q
, mk,q,q
, mk,q,q analogous to (4.4)–(4.6).
with deﬁnitions of the Kk,q,q
II
IE , KEE , mI
E

With these decompositions the oﬄine/online procedure and herewith the goal of fast online phase for varying µ can be realized. The price for this fast online stage is the oﬄine-stage, in which auxiliary quantities are
computed. This can be both time and memory intensive. We will quantify this in the experiments section.
We now specify the properties of our FV-discretization in addition to those of Lemma 2.1 which guarantee
the applicability of the previous result. This means, we give speciﬁc conditions which guarantee the transfer of
the aﬃne decomposition of the data to the aﬃne decomposition of the ﬁnite volume operators. Then due to
the previous lemma, the aﬃne parameter dependence of the RB-scheme and error estimators follows.
Lemma 5.2 (aﬃne parameter decomposition of FV-evolution scheme). We assume to have a FV-discretization
according to Deﬁnition 2.2 of the parametrized advection-diﬀusion equation (2.1)–(2.4) with aﬃne parameter
dependent data functions in the sense of Deﬁnition 5.1.
(1) The choice of ﬂuxes (2.8)–(2.10) and speciﬁed discretizations of the edge-integrals imply the following.
(i) The aﬃne decomposition of the velocity ﬁeld v transfers to the velocity discretization vij .
(ii) The aﬃne decomposition of the boundary value functions transfers to the discretization of their
boundary integrals.
(iii) The aﬃne decomposition of the velocity discretization, the diﬀusivity and boundary discretizations
transfer to the numerical ﬂux hkij (ukH , uk+1
H ), such that all components are constant or linear in
k+1
k
either uH or uH :
QhI

hkij (ukH , uk+1
H ; µ)

=


q=1

QhE

σhq I (µ)hqij,I (uk+1
H )

+


q=1

Qhb

σhq E (µ)hqij,E (ukH )

+



σhq b (µ)hqij,b .

(5.11)

q=1

(2) Any choice of ﬂuxes and integral discretization, that satisﬁes above properties (i)–(iii) and the assumptions (i)-(ii) of Lemma 2.1 leads to a parametrized evolution scheme, that is aﬃnely parameter dependent
in sense of Deﬁnition 5.2.
Proof. (1) Points (i) and (ii) are clearly obtained by any quadrature for the edge integrals based on point v k
evaluations, e.g. vij (µ) = Q
q=1 vq (cij )σv (µ) and similarly for the boundary values. The decomposition in (iii)
is resulting from separately regarding the implicit, explicit and constant components. We only discretize the
diﬀusivity in an implicit way (2.10), which gives QhI := Qd components, as the decomposition of the diﬀusivity
and corresponding coeﬃcients simply carry through into the ﬁrst sum. We performed an explicit discretization of
the convection (2.9) and the Neuman boundary-conditions. This gives QhE := Qbneu,1 +Qv +1 components hqij,E
due to the additional artiﬁcial viscosity term in the Lax-Friedrichs ﬂux. Of course, on each edge eij either the
convective contributions or the Neuman boundary contributions are nonzero, so in principle this number of
components could be reduced. This redundant representation, however, allows a uniform treatment of all edges.
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The constant components hqij,b result on one hand from Dirichlet-boundary contributions. The value ukj in
the numerical ﬂux functions must be replaced by the aﬃne decomposition of the bdir boundary-integral, which
results in a multiplicatively enlarged number of components. This means (Qv + 1)Qbdir for convective ﬂux
components, Qd Qbdir for diﬀusive ﬂux components. On the other hand, constant components stem from the
constant Neuman-function part, i.e. Qbneu,0 , which gives in total Qhb := Qbdir Qd + Qbdir (Qv + 1) + Qbneu,0
components.
(2) Due to linearity of the initial-data projection P , this allows a parameter decomposition using P [u0 ]q =
P [uq0 ] and σPq = σuq 0 . Inserting equation (5.11) from assumption (iii) into (2.7) and noting, that the coeﬃcients σhq E (µ), etc., do not depend on j allows to change the order of the double-sums:
QhE

uk+1
i

=

uki −


q=1

σhq E (µ)

Qhb
QhI
 q
 q
 ∆tk
 ∆tk
 ∆tk
k
k
k
k
hij,E (uH )−
hij,I (uH )−
hkij,b (ukH ).
σhI (µ)
σhb (µ)
|Ti |
|T
|
|T
|
i
i
q=1
q=1

j∈N (i)

j∈N (i)

j∈N (i)

By sorting the implicit, explicit and constant contributions into the operators LkE and LkI and functions bk we
obtain an aﬃne decomposition of the evolution scheme with QLE = QhE + 1, QLI = QhI + 1 and Qb := Qhb
components.

More general quadratures and ﬂuxes also satisfy these assumptions (i)–(iii). One notable point is that even
upwind-ﬂuxes can be used, although they are in general highly nonlinear due to the inherent switching depending
on the direction of v. If the sign of vij (µ) · nij does not change under variation of µ, these numerical ﬂuxes
are also linear in uH , so the aﬃne decomposition also directly transfers to these ﬂuxes. For instance if θ :=
minij | arcsin((vij · nij )/ vij )| > 0 is the minimum angle between the discretized velocities and corresponding
edges, arbitrary direction changes of vij in the range (−θ, θ) and magnitude variations by positive scalings are
possible while using upwind ﬂuxes.

5.1. Computational steps of the oﬄine-phase
Given a reduced basis ΦN , the oﬄine computation consists of the following µ-independent steps, which
involve expensive operations of complexity H:
1. Data components =⇒ evolution scheme components:
Based on the aﬃne decomposition components of the data (vq , dq , bqdir , uq0 , bqneu,1 , bqneu,0 ), the aﬃne
k,q
k,q
, P [u0 ]q are comdecomposition components of the evolution operators (Lk,q
I , LE ) and functions b
puted.
2. Evolution scheme components =⇒ RB-scheme components:
k,q
k,q
k,q
, P [u0 ]q ), the RB-scheme components (Lk,q
Based on the evolution components (Lk,q
I , LE , b
I , LE ,
k,q
0,q
b , a ) are computed.
3. Evolution scheme components =⇒ error estimator components:
k,q
k,q
, P [u0 ]q ), the components for the error estimation
Based on the evolution components (Lk,q
I , LE , b






k,q,q
k,q,q
(Kk,q,q
, Kk,q,q
, mk,q,q
, mk,q,q ) are computed.
II
IE , KEE , mI
E

5.2. Computational steps of the online-phase
Given the precomputed quantities from the oﬄine phase and a new parameter µ, the following steps are
performed without any need of operations of complexity H:
1. Data coeﬃcients =⇒ evolution scheme coeﬃcients:
Based on the aﬃne decomposition coeﬃcients of the data (σvq (µ), σdq (µ), σbqdir (µ), σuq 0 (µ), σbqneu,1 (µ),
q
q
(µ), σL
(µ)) and funcσbqneu,0 (µ)), the aﬃne decomposition coeﬃcients of the evolution operators (σL
I
E
q
q
tions (σb (µ), σP (µ)) are computed.
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2. Evolution scheme coeﬃcients =⇒ RB-scheme assembling:
Based on the evolution coeﬃcients, the RB-operators and functions (a0 (µ), LkI (µ), LkE (µ), bk (µ)) are
assembled following (5.6)-(5.7).
3. Evolution scheme coeﬃcients =⇒ error estimator assembling:
Based on the evolution coeﬃcients the auxiliary quantities for the error estimation (KkII (µ), KkIE (µ),
KkEE (µ), mkI (µ), mkE (µ), mk (µ)) are assembled following (5.8)–(5.10).
Based on these components, the RB-online simulation (3.3)–(3.4), residual computation (4.2), (4.3) and error
estimation according to (4.8), (4.9) and/or (4.12) can be performed.

6. Reduced basis construction
The prerequisite of the preceding sections was the availability of a reduced basis ΦN . This choice determines
the quality of the RB-simulation and error estimates, which means the algorithmic eﬃciency and numerical
accuracy. Too few basis-vectors cannot guarantee a good solution and small predictive error, too many basisvectors will deteriorate the computational complexity for the online computations.
We want to propose a method for incremental basis-construction (or incremental basis-reﬁnement) by improving on an approach proposed in [15]. For simpliﬁcation of presentation, we restrict ourselves to the L2 -error
and error estimator ∆kN . The method transfers identically to energy-error and estimators. The desirable goal
is to construct for any given tolerance > 0 a basis ΦN with preferably small N such that for all µ ∈ P and
all k = 0, . . . , K holds ||ukH − ukN || ≤ . Due to the lack of such uniform µ-independent a-posteriori estimates
one conﬁnes to a weaker statement of guaranteeing this estimate uniformly for a previously selected ﬁnite subset µ ∈ M ⊂ P. The general procedure of incremental basis-construction in the oﬄine-phase [14,15] can be
divided into the following steps:
(1) compute a small initial reduced basis ΦN0 of N0 basis-vectors;
(2) set ΦN := ΦN0 and N := N0 ;
(3) determine all oﬄine-simulation quantities for the current RB-basis ΦN ;
(4) for all µ ∈ M determine the posterior error estimates ∆kN (µ), 0 ≤ k ≤ K;
∗
(5) select a µ∗ , k ∗ with ∆kN (µ∗ ) = maxµ∈M,0≤k≤K ∆kN (µ);
(6) perform the detailed simulation for parameter µ∗ resulting in uH (µ∗ );
(7) determine a suitable new basis-function ϕN +1 from this detailed simulation;
(8) generate the extended reduced basis ΦN +1 := ΦN ∪ {ϕN +1 };
(9) set N := N + 1 and repeat steps 3–9 until maxµ∈M ∆kN (µ) ≤ .
As the ∆kN are upper bounds for the true error, the resulting reduced basis in particular guarantees
maxµ∈M ||ukH − ukN ||L2 (Ω) ≤ . Note that in case of CE ≥ 1 the error estimates ∆kN (µ) are monotonically
increasing with k, and the maxima will be obtained at the ﬁnal time-step K. This insight can be used for
basis-construction as the maximum search can be simpliﬁed by choosing k ∗ = K.
Two components in this algorithm must be speciﬁed: step 1, the initial choice of basis, and step 7, the rule
for choice of the basis-extension vector.

Choice of initial basis
The insights on the a-posteriori error estimate already give a guideline for the choice of a good initial reduced
basis: it should comprise all diﬀerent possible initial data constellations P [u0 (µ)] for varying parameters in
order to have the error estimate as small as possible. Due to the aﬃne parameter dependence of u0 in (5.2) and
linearity of P this is obtained by including the functions P [uq0 ] for q = 1, . . . , Qu0 into the RB-space. Therefore,
we choose ΦN0 as an orthonormalization of these initial data components in step 1 of the basis-generation
process.
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Choice of basis-extension method
For the extension of the reduced basis in step 7 of the basis-construction, two algorithms are used. The ﬁrst
one is chosen as a reference method, which is similar to the one applied in [15].
Basis-extension by maximum ∆-increase snapshot:
k−1
Given that {∆kN (µ∗ )}K
k=0 is a monotonically increasing sequence, a large estimator increase from ∆N
to ∆kN is taken as an indicator that the corresponding detailed solution ukH is not suﬃciently accurate.
∗
Thus, the next vector ϕN +1 is chosen by selecting the time index k ∗ := arg maxk (∆kN (µ∗ ) − ∆k−1
N (µ ))
k∗
∗
and orthonormalizing the snapshot uH (µ ) with respect to the given basis ΦN .
This algorithm has certain disadvantages as already partially mentioned in [14]: only a single snapshot from
the whole time-evolution is used in the new basis, which is a large loss of information and expensive computation
time. Further, the assumption of estimator reduction by including the snapshot turns out to be wrong. It can
happen that the selected snapshot already is in the current RB-space, the estimator increase is simply due to
that uk−1
is already an inaccurate approximation of uk−1
N
H . To prevent an occasional inﬁnite loop of repeatingly
selecting the same snapshot for basis-extension an additional test and a backup procedure has to be included in
the above extension method [14].
Therefore, we propose a new selection method by using the whole detailed time evolution {uH (µ∗ )}K
k=0 ,
instead of only selecting one snapshot. Further, we want to avoid getting stuck in an inﬁnite loop of falsely
choosen new basis-functions, which are already in the current RB-space. Lastly, we want to perform information
compression in order to have an as compact basis as possible. These points can be realized by introducing
procedures known from the model reduction technique of proper orthogonal decomposition, see for instance [24].
In particular we apply a version of the Karhunen-Loève transformation or Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
for data compression, which respects initially deﬁned ﬁxspaces. Instead of solving the PCA via an expensive
or infeasible H × H eigenvalue problem, it can be performed based on the K × K empirical Gramian. For
computational details we refer to control theory literature [36], which denotes it the method of snapshots or to
machine-learning literature, which denotes it as kernel-PCA, cf. [38].
Basis-extension by PCA with ﬁxspace:
⊥
The trajectory {ukH }K
k=0 is projected on WN and the projected sequence is subject to a PCA. The principal component, i.e. the vector of maximum variance is chosen as ϕN +1 , which is readily orthonormal
to ΦN due to construction.
The latter choice of basis-extension vector ensures that the maximum trajectory information is used, as ϕN +1
represents the optimal new variance direction. Thus, a very compact basis is generated as demonstrated by
the experiments. The empirical Gramian and the eigenvalue problem to be solved in this procedure have size
K × K. The procedure therefore is only practical until a number Kmax of a few thousand time-instances. If
K > Kmax the basic idea of the basis-extension method can still be realized. As the changes between subsequent
snapshots in time are mostly small, an equidistant selection of Kmax snapshots from the complete trajectory or
more general subsampling still seems to be capable of capturing the main trajectory variation and still leads to
a tractable Kmax × Kmax eigenvalue problem.

7. Experiments
The experiments have been realized in a MATLAB-environment ranging from detailed FV-simulations to
full oﬄine/online decomposition leading to an interactive online-demo, where parameter variation by the user
is possible with instant RB-simulation result and error estimation.

Model problem
The geometry of the model problem is illustrated in Figure 1 and represents a simpliﬁed section of a gasdiﬀusion layer (gdl) of a fuel cell Ω = [0, 1 × 10−3 ] × [0, 2 × 10−4 ] with impermeable boundaries Γ3 , Γ6 at the
middle of the top and the bottom, a gas inlet Γ2 at the left top, a gas-outlet Γ4 at the right top connecting
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Figure 1. Illustration of the geometry and velocity ﬁeld.

the gdl to gas channels, and the left and right boundaries Γ1 and Γ5 leading to identical gdl-sections. The space
discretization is a cartesian grid of 40 × 200 cells, the time range is t ∈ [0, Tmax = 0.5] discretized with K = 200
equally sized time-intervals.
A time-independent velocity ﬁeld is obtained from an elliptic ﬁnite element simulation for the pressure on an
enlarged domain with a pressure decrease between the inlet and outlet. The negative of the resulting pressure
gradient is taken as velocity ﬁeld v(x) indicated with arrows in Figure 1. The diﬀusivity is taken as d(x, t) ≡ δ
with parameter δ. For realizing some variety in the resulting dynamics for diﬀerent parameters, we consider
initial data u0 (x) = 12 cinit (sin(10 000πx) + 1) with a parameter cinit interpolating between homogeneous zero
initial data and the full sine-wave. The Dirichlet boundary values are set as bdir (x, t) = βχΓ2 +(1−β)χΓ4 , where
χΓi denote the indicator functions of the corresponding boundary segments. Thus, bdir is parametrized by β,
which models concentration diﬀerences between the inlet and outlet. The left boundary is an inﬂow boundary
set to Dirichlet-value zero, the right boundary is an outﬂow boundary condition, the middle top and lower
boundary are assigned noﬂow conditions, i.e. the Neuman boundary values are chosen as bneu = χΓ5 (vu) · n.
By this we have speciﬁed our P2 DE (2.1)–(2.4) with parameter vector µ = (cinit , β, δ)T being variable in the
range P := [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 5 × 10−8 ]. The solution variation with diﬀerent parameter choices are visualized
in Figure 2. At initial time t = 0, the variation of the initial data is shown for cinit = 0 and cinit = 1 in the
upper row, while the other parameters are ﬁxed as β = 1, δ = 5 × 10−8 . At some intermediate time t = 0.1,
the diﬀerent eﬀects of diﬀusivity choice are visualized in the middle row for δ = 0 and δ = 5 × 10−8 with ﬁxed
cinit = 1, β = 0. The lower row illustrates the eﬀect of the diﬀerent inlet/outlet concentrations by β = 0 and
β = 1 at the end time t = 0.5 with ﬁxed cinit = 1, δ = 0.
This choice of data functions allows an aﬃne parameter dependence in terms of Deﬁnition 5.1 by treating
v(x, t), d(x, t), u0 (x), bneu,1 (x, t) and bneu,0 (x, t) each as one component (Qv = Qd = Qu0 = Qbneu,1 = Qbneu,0 =
1, v1 (x, t) = v(x), σv1 (µ) = 1, d1 (x, t) = 1, σd1 (µ) = δ, u10 (x) = 12 (sin(10 000πx) + 1), σu1 0 (µ) = cinit ,
b1neu,1 (x, t) = χΓ5 v · n, σb1neu,1 (µ) = 1, b1neu,0 (x, t) = 0, σb1neu,0 (µ) = 0) and udir (x, t) as two components
(Qbdir = 2, b1dir (x, t) = χΓ2 , σb1dir (µ) = β, b2dir (x, t) = χΓ4 , σb2dir (µ) = (1 − β)).
As seen in Section 5 the aﬃne parameter dependence of the data functions transfers to the ﬂux, to the operator
matrices and therefore with Lemma 5.1 to the complete RB-scheme and error estimators. Concerning the
a-posteriori error estimators, we have psd-ness of both our implicit and explicit space-discretization operators L̄kI
and L̄kE due to Lemma 2.1 (iii)-(iv), so we can use CI = CE = 1 as upper bounds for the continuity constants
of (LkI (µ))−1 and LkE (µ). Further, in view of the linear dependency of L̄kI (µ) on the diﬀusivity, we can exactly
compute the parameter dependent coercivity bound α(µ) = α(δ) = δ · α(δ = 1).

Detailed versus reduced simulation
We perform a complexity comparison of the detailed FV-simulation versus the RB-simulation with 20 basisfunctions, which is already a very good approximation if the basis-functions are chosen suitably, for instance as
described in Section 6. We do not focus on accuracy of the RB-simulation in this section, the emphasis is put
on memory and speed demands.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 2. Illustration of solution variety by parameter variation. a) Initial data variation at
start time; b) diﬀusion variation at intermediate time; c) inlet variation at end time.

Concerning the runtime complexity, the main determining factors are the number of time-steps K, spacedimensionality H and number of reduced basis vectors N . Table 1 presents the results of the experimental
assessments on a standard PC (Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz, 2 GB RAM) for two diﬀerent space/time discretizations. The left part illustrates the general situation where the data functions (velocities, diﬀusivities, boundary
conditions) are time-dependent, i.e. the oﬄine-data construction and online-assembly are performed for all
time-steps. The right part demonstrates the case where the data is constant in time, so the operators, oﬄinedata and online-assembly only have to be performed once and can be reused for all time-steps. We report
the simulation times for the detailed simulation, the reduced basis online and oﬄine contributions. Here the
oﬄine-computations consist of preparing the matrices and auxiliary quantities. The reduced basis is assumed
to be generated in advance. Results for the basis construction are given in a subsequent section. We consider
the general case of advection-diﬀusion (δ > 0), where the semi-implicit discretization requires the solution of a
linear system in each time-step. In the second case of pure advection (δ = 0), the implicit contributions vanish
and the simulations simplify to matrix-vector multiplications. The time-step restrictions in both cases are given
by the advection term which results in identical K in the advection-diﬀusion and pure advection case.
We ﬁrst focus on the upper half of the table. In the setting of time-dependent data, the online RB-simulation
is about 6–9 times faster than the detailed FV-simulation. About 1/3rd of the detailed computation time is
spent in solving the linear system in the advection-diﬀusion case. This is not a relevant contribution in the
RB case, as the matrices are smaller and the dominating time is required for assembling of the online auxiliary
quantities, which has almost identical complexity in the explicit or the semi-implicit case.
In the right part of the upper table, the case of data functions which are constant in time, all times are
largely reduced. The RB-oﬄine-phase is almost ideally sped up by factor K = 200. The complexity diﬀerence
between the detailed and the RB-online-phase is more expressed here than in the time-dependent case, the
speedup-factors range from 2–45.
In the lower part of the table we repeat the experiment with a reﬁned discretization in space (factor 2 per
dimension) and time (factor 5) in order to give an impression of the scaling behaviour. The high number of
time-steps is required due to higher velocities near the better resolved singularities at the interface of boundary
segments Γ2 /Γ3 and Γ3 /Γ4 . The main qualitative observations are valid as before. However, the relative
complexity gains are much better expressed, as the detailed simulations largely depend on the space resolution
in contrast to the reduced online simulations. The speedup factors in the non-constant data setting range
from 21–28 and in the constant data case from 5–150.
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Table 1. Time complexity comparisons between detailed and RB-simulation in the cases of
advection-diﬀusion and pure advection and the data functions being constant in time or not.
Discretization: 40 × 200 cells, K = 200 time-steps
Data non const. in time
Data const. in time
Detailed RB online RB oﬄine Detailed RB online RB oﬄine
advection-diﬀusion
155.94 s
16.67 s
447.16 s
45.67 s
1.02 s
2.41 s
advection
105.97 s
16.53 s
437.20 s
1.51 s
0.79 s
2.31 s
Discretization: 80 × 400 cells, K = 1000 time-steps
Data non const. in time
Data const. in time
Detailed RB online RB oﬄine Detailed RB online RB oﬄine
advection-diﬀusion 4043.18 s
143.57 s
8693.90 s
924.91 s
6.18 s
9.22 s
advection
2758.20 s
134.00 s
8506.60 s
17.41 s
3.64 s
8.83 s

Table 2. Memory requirement [KB] with increasing number of basis-functions and timedependent or time-independent data.
Discretization: 40 × 200 cells, K = 200 time-steps
Number of basis-functions
20
40
60
80
100
Reduced Basis
1250
2500
3750
5000
6250
Oﬄine data const. in time
230
898
2002
3545
5525
Oﬄine data non const. in time 46 014 179 452 400 390 708 827 1 104 765

120
7500
7942
1 588 203

Overall, high speedup can be obtained, e.g. in case of implicit contributions, where the dominating time of
the detailed simulation is the solution of the large linear systems. On the other hand, the RB-oﬄine phase is
very demanding, in particular scaling linearly both with H and K, which is clearly reﬂected in the factor 20 in
the left part of the table. Remind that this is no problem for the scenario of repeated RB-simulations with
varying parameters, as only the online phase is relevant here.
Concerning memory requirements, the main factor again is the number of time-steps and the number of
basis-functions as the required matrices scale quadratically with N and the vectors and reduced basis size grow
linearly. For the implementation of the model problem with FV-discretization as given in the previous sections,
the aﬃne decompositions of the detailed operators result in QP = 1, QLI = 2, QLE = 4, Qb = 7 components.
Correspondingly, the number of components of the RB-operators range from 2 to 7, the number of components
for the error estimator range from 4 to 49. As the matrices in the oﬄine and online data are non-sparse in
general, we obtain the memory requirements for the oﬄine data for growing basis size as given in Table 2. The
linear scaling in memory storage for the reduced basis and the quadratic scaling in the oﬄine data is clearly
visible.
In general, for low number of basis-functions, the memory requirements may be dominated by the detailed
reduced basis vectors, but with increasing number of basis-functions, at some point the oﬄine data requirements
are the demanding and limiting factor. In the case of time-dependent data functions, this is even more expressed.
The requirements mainly scale with the number of time-steps. With 200 time-steps in our case, 120 reduced basis
vectors already imply 1.6 GB of oﬄine data. This is not only a capacity problem, but also limiting the reduced
basis simulation. This oﬄine data must be accessed in total in each online simulation run during operator
assembly. A solution for this problem can be based on the idea of keeping the reduced basis small [14]. As a
small basis can only capture limited variability in time, only a limited time-interval can be modelled well with a
small basis. Therefore, multiple reduced bases can be constructed, each suited to a certain time-interval. Note
that still certain types of time-variant data can be treated with the memory complexities as listed in the tables
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¯ k and true error ek , |||ek |||γ .
Figure 3. Time-behaviour of error estimators ∆kN and ∆
N,γ
a) L2 -error and estimator in case of no diﬀusivity; b) energy- and L2 -estimator and L2 -error
for large diﬀusivity; c) energy-estimator and -error for large diﬀusivity.
as const. in time. These cases are those, where the data components of the aﬃne-decompositions dq , vq , etc.
are constant in time, but the coeﬃcients σdq , σvq , etc. might be varying.

Quality of error estimators
Reusing the RB-space spanned by the 20 basis-vectors as in the preceding section, we investigate the predic¯ k : red,
tivity of the error estimators in Figures 3 and 4. (L2 -estimator ∆kN : blue, solid; energy-estimator ∆
N,γ
 k
k


We
choose
a
corner
dotted) in comparison with the true error ( e , |||e |||γ : green, dashed-dotted).

 
of the
domain P with diﬀusivity δ = 0 and logarithmically plot the true L2 -error ek (µ) = ukH (µ) − ukN (µ)L2 (Ω)
and the error estimator ∆kN (µ) over time indexed by k in the ﬁrst plot of Figure 3. For diﬀusivity δ > 0 the
energy-estimators are deﬁned, so we additionally plot this quantity for γ = 0 in the middle plot. The right plot
illustrates the γ = 1 energy-error estimator and the corresponding energy-error.


The results uniformly reﬂect the conservativity of the error estimators by ∆kN (µ) ≥ ek (µ) and ∆kN,γ ≥
|||ek (µ)|||γ . Due to our operator-bound CE = 1, the estimators are monotonically increasing, whereas the
true L2 -error can be non-monotonic, depending, on whether the current state is captured well or inaccurate
in the RB-space. In the present range of diﬀusivity and time index, the L2 -estimators are preferable to the
energy-estimates, as they are more tight. However, the slower asymptotic growing rate of the energy-estimators
in time is also visible. Despite omitting the presentation of detailed results, one can indeed observe that the
energy-estimator can be more tight than the corresponding L2 -error estimator. This can for instance be shown
by extending the the time range of the middle plot by the factor 5. Similarly, increasing the diﬀusivity leads
to constellations where the energy-error is preferable: by regarding the original time range and increasing the
diﬀusivity δ by a factor of 4, the energy-error estimator is better on a dominating part of the time interval.
We want to illustrate the predictivity of the error estimators under varying parameters. Figure 4 presents
some results of the quantities evaluated at the end time t = Tmax . The ﬁrst plot demonstrates the L2 -error
estimator ∆K
N and the true error at µ = (cinit = 1, β, δ = 0) under variation of β, the middle plot for µ =
¯ k for γ = 0. The last plot illustrates the γ = 1 error
(1, 0, δ), additionally contains the energy-estimator ∆
N,γ
−8
estimator ∆K
) and corresponding energy-error.
N,γ for µ = (cinit , 1, 5 × 10
In all plots the parameters µ with maximum error are correctly predicted by the estimators. This is an
underpinning of incremental basis-construction algorithms, as indeed the parameters that are identiﬁed online
are likely to be parameters with maximum true error. The three plots indicate the diﬀerence and applicability
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Figure 5. Eﬀectivities of error estimators over time for diﬀerent µ. a) Eﬀectivity ηN
(µ) of
2
k
k
k
¯
the L -estimator ∆N (µ) for δ = 0; b) eﬀectivity η̄N,γ (µ) of the energy-estimator ∆N,γ (µ) with
γ = 1 and δ = 5 × 10−8 .

of the L2 - and energy-error estimators: the former is well deﬁned in the whole parameter range covering
hyperbolic and parabolic problems, the latter is only applicable in the parabolic case. As soon as the diﬀusivity
goes to zero, the energy-estimators diverge and are not informative.
In addition to the
and predictivity of the error estimators, we want to assess the eﬀectivities
 conservativity

k
k
¯ k (µ)/|||ek (µ)|||γ . Figure 5 gives the results of these quantities
(µ) := ∆kN (µ)/ ek (µ) and η̄N,γ
(µ) := ∆
ηN
N,γ
over time. Plot a) illustrates the eﬀectivities for the L2 -estimator in the hyperbolic case, i.e. δ = 0, by plotting
one curve for each of the four corresponding corners µ of the parameter cube P. Plot b) depicts the eﬀectivities
of the energy-error estimators in the parabolic case δ = 5 × 10−8 by similarly plotting one curve for each of the
corresponding corners µ.
k
k
It is obvious that the conservativity of the error estimator guarantees ηN
(µ), η̄N,γ
(µ) ≥ 1. The factor of
overestimation of the error is ranging from one to two orders of magnitude, which is a quite accurate prediction
in addition to the large computational gain.
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Reduced basis construction
In this last experimental section we report on results concerning the reduced basis construction with the
algorithms given in Section 6. The estimator-threshold was set to = 1 × 10−7 and a ﬁnite subset M ⊂ P
consisting of an equidistant cartesian grid was chosen. Figure 6 illustrates the main ﬁndings. In plot a) the
decrease of the maximum error estimator maxµ∈M ∆K
N (µ) is plotted with increasing basis size N . The set M
consists of 53 parameters. It can be seen in the logarithmic scale for the error estimator that both the PCAﬁxspace and the max-error-snapshot extension methods are able to decrease the maximum error estimator
exponentially in N .
Obviously, the PCA-based algorithm indeed is more eﬃcient than the snapshot selection both in terms of ﬁnal
basis size and the computation time for assembling the basis: the PCA-ﬁxspace algorithm obtains the desired
threshold with 123 basis-functions in 6.1 h, the snapshot-selection algorithm ends with 136 basis-functions in
7.4 h. Concerning the oﬄine-computation time, this is a 17.4% improvement in computation time and a 9.6%
saving in basis size for given accuracy. Due to the squared memory requirements in the online-phase, this factor
results in a 18.2% memory saving for the auxiliary matrices.
The set M can be understood as the training-set for the basis-generation. So more interesting than the error
on the training-set, is a test-set accuracy by choosing a random set of new parameters M  with M ∩ M  = ∅
and similarly determining maxµ∈M  ∆K
N (µ). This quantity for the PCA-ﬁxspace algorithms is plotted in b) for
a uniformly distributed random test-set M  of size 100 for diﬀerent sets M used in basis-construction. Several
curves are plotted corresponding to subsequent globally reﬁned training-parameter sets M of size 33 , 53 and 93 .
It is obvious in the |M | = 53 curve that the error estimates for test-parameters are up to two orders of magnitude
larger than for training-parameters. The convergence in the test-error is not exponential as in the ﬁrst plot,
which indicates that the set M is chosen suboptimally. By reﬁnement of the training-set M from size 33 over
53 to 93 , the test-error can be lowered by one order of magnitude, but still being far from the exponential decay
of the training-error. So we conclude that methods of suitably and adaptively choosing the set M must be
developed instead of choosing M a-priori ﬁxed.
The incremental basis-construction with both extension methods can result in one µ to be chosen as basisextension parameter µ∗ multiple times. For preventing subsequent multiple identical detailed simulation runs,
these trajectories {ukH (µ∗ )}K
k=0 could be cached temporarily until the basis-construction is ﬁnished. For our
current implementation, however, the runtimes are acceptable without this caching strategy. The frequency of
selecting any µ ∈ M as µ∗ in the given experiment for the |M | = 53 cartesian grid is plotted in Figure 7. It can be
seen that the automatic parameter selection is much more eﬃcient than for instance selecting one basis-function
for all parameters in M : only a small subset of the 125 parameter vectors in M is selected for basis-construction.
Most of the vectors are required for small diﬀusion coeﬃcients δ, whereas for large diﬀusivities, only few basisvectors are required. This is in accordance with the intuition: for large diﬀusivities δ, the end-time solutions of
various choices of cinit , β are similar as detailed eﬀects are smeared out. For small diﬀusivities δ, the end-state
uK
H (µ) still has a high spacial variability with respect to the remaining parameters cinit , β, so more basis-vectors
are required here.
For parameters, which eﬀect in a linear superposition of data, e.g. cinit for the initial data or β for the
inlet-parameter, the selected parameters µ∗ tend to be at the borders of the intervals. For other parameters,
such as the diﬀusivity δ, the selected values can range over the whole allowed interval. This diﬀerent quality of
parameter dependence is reﬂected in the plot.

8. Discussion and conclusion
We presented a formulation of the RB-methodology for arbitrary parametrized linear evolution schemes,
which allow an explicit/implicit operator decomposition. We have demonstrated that our approach in particular
covers FV-methods for parabolic and hyperbolic equations. Our operator formulation also covers ﬁnite element
formulations. Thus, the RB-scheme formulation and error estimates can be seen an extension or alternative to
existing approaches. Our operator formulation also covers more general schemes such as higher order schemes
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which include Runge-Kutta time discretizations, or local discontinuous Galerkin discretizations in space [7].
As long as the problem and the ﬂuxes are linear and no limiters are involved, the methodology is directly
transferable.
As an extension, estimates for output functionals can be derived instead of only considering the ﬁeld variable.
If, for instance, a linear functional output s(ukH ) is desired, this can be approximated by s(ukN ). The given L2 error-bound ∆kN directly implies a bound on the output-error by |s(ukN ) − s(ukH )| = |s(ek )| ≤ s ∆kN . More
sophisticated error bounds might be derived with primal-dual techniques as they exist for the elliptic or parabolic
case [15,33].
As a second attractive perspective, the extension of the method to nonlinear FV or local discontinuous
Galerkin (LDG) schemes seems possible by aﬃne approximations and collateral reduced basis spaces for the
nonlinearity. This is currently under detailed investigation.
A further promising direction for future research is seen in the oﬄine automatic basis-construction. We have
illustrated that automatic basis-construction yields information about variability of the underlying physics:
parameter distributions during basis-generation indicate parameter ranges with high dynamics in time or with
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solution structure being distinct from other parameter ranges. The empirical convergence analysis demonstrated
that there is a big gap between the optimal exponential error decrease on the training-set of parameter values M
and the error decrease on arbitrary test-parameters. If uniform convergence statements cannot be guaranteed, at
least algorithms should be found, which construct reduced bases with empirical uniform exponential convergence.
The greedy search may provide such exponential error decrease up to a certain N for a large enough training set
of parameters. But in presence of a-posteriori error estimators which do not have negligible computation time,
as in our time dependent case, such large training sets may be infeasible. This motivates basis-construction
methods that start with a small training set M and apply careful extension of M based on adaptive exploration
of the parameter space. This may make use of an available oﬄine/online decomposition and error estimators
of the reduced scheme, but may as well be valuable in cases without such decomposition, or cases without
error-estimators, where detailed simulations are required for error-quantiﬁcation.
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